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Abstract

This paper proposes a realistic urban-driving simulator to accurately model agent
behaviors, a crucial component for self-driving car development. Most previous
simulators focus on the plausibility of sensor data synthesis, whereas the plausibility
of driving behaviors is poorly explored. To tackle this problem, we propose a
hierarchical architecture, which comprises (i) a high-level intention simulation
summarizing driving scenarios and (ii) a low-level policy trained by reinforcement
algorithms to refine plans. Unlike existing simulators, our approach captures diverse
behaviors, even sub-optimal ones, vital for robust policy training. We also highlight
the importance of interactive simulations over static scenarios for realistic policy
development. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach significantly
improves long-term behavior prediction and closed-loop simulation, enhancing the
realism and diversity of urban-driving simulations. The videos of this work are
available in our project page: https://sites.google.com/ucsd.edu/h-sim/home.

1 Introduction

High-quality simulators with complex and diverse real-world traffic scenarios are proved valuable to
self-driving car development, by facilitating scalable and efficient training and testing in the virtual
world. Most prior works attempt to close the Sim2Real gap by improving the plausibility of the
synthesized sensor data, including high-resolution synthesized images and point cloud [9, 18, 36, 1].
However, the plausibility of driving behaviors is poorly explored. For example, popular simulators
including CARLA and MetaDrive [18, 9] deploy heuristic-based algorithms to model the behavior of
traffic agents.

Our goal in this paper is to tackle a critical yet under-explored problem – How to build a realistic
urban-driving simulator to model the agent behaviors? Such a behavioral-level simulator is very
useful in various ways. First, it can be used to perform policy search and evaluation [17]. This
is especially valuable for safety-critical domains, as experiments in real-world can be dangerous
and expensive in those application. Second, by only simulating agent behaviors, it can work as a
complement for high-fidelity perception simulators to build a high-fidelity virtual world for urban
driving. This is plausible both in appearance and state transition dynamics.

A primary challenge in behavioral simulation is the long-tailed distribution of real-world datasets.
While normal and safe scenarios are plentiful, safety-critical cases are notably rare. This skewed
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Figure 1: Our framework has two hierarchical controllers, the high-level controller runs every K
timesteps and produces goals for the low-level controller, which controls each agent per timestep.
The high-level controller takes the scenario representation as input, including the map contexts and
the agent history information. The high-level controller jointly infers the goal for each agents, and
conditioned on that goal, the low-level controller generates actions to actuate the goal.

distribution affects a learned simulator in two ways: (1) The behaviors it learns tend to be mundane,
mostly lane-following, while more complex maneuvers like U-turns, lane changing, and nudging
are underrepresented. (2) The simulator is ill-equipped to handle near-collision scenarios, hurting
the simulation performance and also posing a significant risk when evaluating safety-critical driving
policies.

Another challenge lies in enabling closed-loop simulations, where agents dynamically react to
each other’s actions. Previous simulators like TrafficSim have used generative models, specifically
conditional variational autoencoders, to model multimodal future behaviors [31, 38, 35]. However,
these methods are susceptible to error accumulation over long-term rollouts. While recent studies
have employed techniques like closed-loop training, auxiliary losses, and trajectory perturbation to
mitigate this [31, 38, 35, 3], our experiments (Section 4.4) reveal that these approaches compromise
behavioral diversity, thereby reducing simulator effectiveness.

To address both challenges, we incorporate reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms with data-driven
multi-agent simulations. We employ a hierarchical architecture that divides behavior simulation into
two key tasks: (1) a high-level traffic controller for intention simulation, which forecasts agents’ long-
term goals, and (2) a low-level policy model that refines these plans using reinforcement learning (RL).
Figure 1 provides an overview. Our hierarchical design allows the high-level policy (a probabilistic
model) to focus on enhancing plausible and diverse long-term driving behaviors, we also propose a
novel regularization term to promote diversity and reduce unrealistic behaviors. Our low-level policy
is optimized for improving reactive closed-loop behaviors. It uses RL with common-sense rewards
to guide agent behavior in near-collision scenarios, irrespective of data imbalances in real-world
datasets. Our experiments show that our framework can generate diverse and also realistic scenarios
in a closed-loop manner.

2 Related Works

Traffic Simulators TrafficSim is a multi-agent behavior simulator that leverages conditional
variational autoencoder to learn a joint actor policy [31], it leverages closed-loop training and
auxiliary collision loss to learn consistent and plausible driving behavior.

However, To capture the diverse driving behaviors in the real world, a set of post-hoc methods [28,
37] search in the latent space of a pre-trained generative model. STRIVE performs adversarial
optimization in the latent space to generate safety-critical scenarios [28]. DLow is a post-hoc
approach that samples diverse trajectories from a pre-trained generative model [37]. Specifically,
DLow trains a differentiable latent mapping function that searches for a set with diverse trajectories.

Apart from the variational autoencoder, other generative models such as GAN are also used. O’Kelly
et al propose a policy-based simulator that leverages generative adversarial imitation learning and
rare-event simulation to generate adversarial scenarios in the highway [25]. GAN-based models are
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known to suffer from mode collapse, where they only generate a few reasonable modes instead of
providing diverse samples [39]. In addition, GAN-based model is notoriously unstable to train and
unable to provide exact or approximate likelihood, which is necessary for policy evaluation [17].

MIXSIM [32] is a hierarchical framework for mixed-reality traffic simulation that separates high-level
goals, like taking an off-ramp, from low-level maneuvers, such as avoiding collisions. It uses road
routes as goal representations and trains a route-conditional policy for human-like driving. This
allows route-based high-level control while ensuring realistic, closed-loop interactions.

Imitation Learning. Learning the dynamics of traffic agents can also be achieved by learning an
individual policy using imitation learning. SimNet proposes an end-to-end learning-based simulator
that can generate reactive behaviors, compared with the old log replay approach [4]. However, most
of the current imitation learning approach assumes the expert demonstration comes from a single
expert [19, 20]. Such an assumption fails to present the irregularities and corner cases in the simulator,
which are of importance in training and testing.

The SimNets formulated driving task as supervised learning, the driver is going to output an optimal
driving plan by minimizing the distance with expert demonstration. However, such methods can
produce infeasible behaviors due to mode averaging [20]. Moreover, they do not learn sub-optimal
behaviors such as aggressive driving, which is necessary for simulators since they are presented in
the real world, such sub-optimal behaviors are valuable for safety-critical scenario generation and
testing [28].

Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement learning approaches have made notable progress in
decision-making applications in recent years, including self-driving vehicles [5, 10]. SMARTS is a
behavioral simulator for self-driving cars, using multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL) [40].
However, MARL can be unstable and difficult to train, and there are no direct ways to leverage
large-scale driving datasets.

3 HMSim Framework

3.1 Overview

We design a hierarchical simulation framework, which consists of a high-level traffic controller and a
low-level policy controller, to model the problem of interactive multi-agent behavioral simulation.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the high-level controller predicts a distribution of the intention p(I) of the
simulated agents, where I can be a reference trajectory, a goal, or a route. Given an intention I , the
low-level controller adopts a policy π(a|o, I) that produces a distribution of action a, conditioned
on the current observation o and the high-level intention I . The high-level controller updates its
prediction every K step and the low-level controller outputs actions between the high-level decisions.

During the training process, we pre-train the high-level controller using state-of-the-art motion
forecasting works, including generative models such as CVAE or goal-conditioned methods. The
only requirement is their ability to evaluate the probability or score of a given candidate intention
Ii. Subsequently, we employ RL to train the low-level policy controller. Compared with previous
approaches that relied on imitation learning or rule-based methods, our RL-based design enhances the
agent’s policy by incorporating common sense knowledge, particularly in out-of-distribution states.

3.2 Scenario Representation

The observation includes the agent history tensor H , in the shape of (A, T,N). A indicates the agent
number, T indicates the length of past trajectory, and N indicates the feature dimension, e.g. (x, y, θ),
indicating position and heading. Another important observation is the map context M , which is
usually polyline features of lane centerlines or polygons [12]. Some datasets also include the masked
image of drivable regions and crosswalk in the scenario [31, 28]. In our framework, we both support
(1) procedurally generated maps and (2) HD maps from self-driving datasets such as nuScenes and
Waymo dataset [11, 7]. We leverage the HD Map to build a lane graph G(V,E), the vertice set V
indicates lane segments and the edge set E indicates their connectivity.

To avoid reconstructing the observation for each agent per timestep, our framework uses a scene-
centric observation, instead of an agent-centric observation [24], where the coordinate frames are
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centered on the predicted agents. The scene-centric frame also allows us to reuse the representation
between time steps.

3.3 High-level Policy

We use joint prediction which employs a single network to simultaneously predict the future states of
all N agents. Not only is this method computationally efficient and easy to parallelize, but it also
effectively captures the interactions among agents. Specifically, We parameterize their policy as
pϕ(i|o): given observation oi in the past frames, we output future intention Ii(i = 0, 1, .., N − 1)
of N controlled agents. The intention I is a three-dimensional vector (x, y, hx, hy), indicating the
coordinates and heading of the agent. We train the joint policy pϕ(i|o) by maximizing its likelihood
on large-scale driving datasets, which is similar to the prior work in motion forecasting [13]. Since
we can use endpoints of the predicted trajectories as their individual intention I ,

The joint policy first encodes predicted agents and map contexts as polylines, similar to VectorNet [12].
To avoid coordinate transformation in each timestep, we fix the coordinate frame in the middle of the
scenario. To keep the permutation invariance, we use PointNet to extract per-polyline features. Based
on prior works in probabilistic multiagent motion forecasting, we mainly study two strong baselines
as the high-level policy, CVAE (conditional variational autoencoder) [41, 29, 22, 38] and transformer
architecture [29, 41].

CVAE The traffic simulation problem is intrinsically uncertain, due to varying intentions and habits
of the traffic agents such as vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists, leading to significant variability in the
driving behaviors [19]. Like previous work, we leverage the deep latent variable model to capture the
uncertainty in the driving behaviors [31, 38]:

P (Yt|Xt) =

∫
Z

P (Yt|Xt,Z)P (Zt|Xt) (1)

Xt indicates the context information, including the HD map and the observed trajectories of the
surrounding agents Ai, i = 0, 1, ...N . The trajectory includes the state s0−(t−1) position and direction
in each time step from 0 to t− 1. We encode the map, agents, and their complex interaction using
the graph neural network, that are widely used in motion forecasting [38]. With that information, a
typical architecture conditional autoencoder [16] infers the latent representation Zt of the current
scenario using a posterior network ϕθ. A decoder network will generate the future trajectory of the
agents.

Transformer We use the transformer [34] as the network architecture, as they achieves superior
performance in self-driving motion forecasting [41, 29]. Transformers apply the attention layer
that parameterizes the input as query Q, key K, and value V . The output y = softmax( (QKT )V√

dim
)

aggregates information from the entire sequence. We use the attention layer to encode the relationship
between entities in the scenario, such as agent-to-map interaction and agent-to-agent interaction.
Since in the driving scenarios, the agents and map contexts can be overwhelming in numbers, the
attention layer needs huge memory and computation budget to handle such long sequences. We use a
factorized attention layer that alternates attention across time dimension and spatial dimension [15].
such an approach keeps the expressiveness of the original architecture while reducing the memory
and computation requirements.

3.4 Diversifying High-level Intention

Previous research has highlighted that learned motion models can suffer from a lack of diversity
and generate unrealistic samples during inference. When applied to multiple interacting agents and
unrolled in a closed-loop setting, these limitations can lead to the accumulation of errors over time.
Therefore, we add a regularization term for our high-level multi-agent policy training, inspired by
related works in motion forecasting [42, 21].

Regularization Assuming we have two ppos and pneg distribution that can sample diverse positive
trajectories and negative trajectories, we sample them at training time and encourages diverse intention
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Figure 2: The left figure depicts a traffic scenario, featuring lane centerlines, other vehicles in red,
and the ego vehicle in blue. The right figure presents a discretized lane graph, connecting lane nodes
with directed edges. We sample target nodes to create a valid route (the red line indicates an example
negative goal and the green indicates a positive goal). Through collision checks, we generate both
positive and negative trajectories.

(positive trajectories) and penalizes unlikely trajectories (negative trajectories). Formally, we list the
regularization training objectives Lreg as following

Lreg = γ1EX∼D,Yi,pos∼ppos ,Yi,neg∼pneg (γ2 log(Yi,neg|X)

− log(Yi,pos|X))
(2)

X indicates scenario maps and agent histories, Y indicates trajectories we need to predict. D refers
to the dataset. γ1 and γ2 is used to balance different training loss.

Trajectory Sampler We build a discrete lane graph inspired as in [8], by discretizing the lane
segment to lane nodes. There are two kinds of edges, the connectivity edge and the proximity edge.
The connectivity edge indicates lane topology and the proximity edge covers possible lane-changing
behaviors. Figure 2 shows a specific example. For more specific details, readers can refer to [8].

To build ppos and pneg , we randomly sample N potential goals from a precomputed goal set Sgoal

to minimize training overhead. Sgoal can be precomputed by motion model, to reduce overhead
at training time. Next, we categorize these N goals (or their corresponding trajectories) as either
positive (feasible) or negative (infeasible). Specifically, we can use a simple rule-based checker
(collision between the controlled agent and other agents).

Subsequently, we sample positive and negative trajectories from the respective sets Spos and Sneg . If
either set is empty, the term is skipped for that training iteration.

3.5 Low-level Policy

Since our high-level policy only runs every K timesteps, we can support better simulation performance.
Another benefit is that we can separately train a low-level policy at arbitrary time intervals, while the
high-level policy is limited to the dataset sampling rate.

Policy Network The low-level policy concentrates solely on maps and objects within a radius of R.
This restricted receptive field is feasible because the high-level policy has already generated a viable
intention. To compute a fixed scene embedding, the low-level policy employs a PointNet layer [26].
It then uses a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network to output a control vector. We first pretrain
our policy network conditioned on the predicted goals of the high-level network on the large-scale
datasets, then we fine-tune it through reinforcement learning. We also batch their inputs to a single
inference to improve the GPU utilization.

Reward Function Designing a reward function R(s, a) for driving task is very challenging [18],
since we have to consider factors including avoiding collisions, following rules, making progress,
and driving smoothly. But for our low-level controller, we only care about reactive behaviors to avoid
collision, and also reaching the goal provided by the high-level controller. To this end, we design a
collision reward:
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Rcollision = −µcollision1(dmin <= 0) (3)

The dcollision is the distance between the controlled agent and the nearest objects. We perform
collision checks in each time step. The goal reward is the distance between the goal observation and
the current observation

Rgoal = µgoald(gd, go) (4)

Reinforcement learning is known to introduce unnatural motion [23], we also introduce a motion
reward to regularize the trained policy, introducing a penalty for drastic changes in actions, leading to
jerky motion.

Rmotion = −µmotiond(ai, ai−1) (5)

The total reward sums up the above reward.

Modeling Safety-critical Behaviors µcollision, µmotion, µgoal are tunable parameters. We can
produce safety-critical driving behaviors by reducing the µcollision in policy training. In this way,
our high-level controller guarantees the agent still has reasonable goals on the road, but they exhibit
dangerous behaviors by sampling from an ensemble of RL policies.

Vehicle Dynamics To guarantee physical plausibility, we update each vehicle’s state with a kine-
matic bicycle dynamics model [27]. Each controlled agent will produce a 2-dimensional action
(aaccel, asteer), and the bicycle model will compute its state vector in each time step.

3.6 Training Low-level Policies

Reinforcement learning (RL) policies, π, map observation o to action a. RL optimizes the policy
function π∗ to maximize the expected cumulative reward, J(πθ). Deep RL methods use a deep
neural network (DNNs) and optimize θ. To train our policy, we use the soft actor-critic framework
(SAC) [14] with hindsight experience replay (HER) [2] to overcome the sparse reward problem.

We build our environment based on scenarios in large-scale driving datasets such as Waymo
dataset [11]. Other agents in the scenario just follow the trajectory of log replay. However, in
the real world, other traffic agents will act differently to different ego vehicle behavior, such a
discrepancy can lead to suboptimal policy. As such, when training our low-level policies, we identify
the vehicle that has to yield to the controlled agents, which is the vehicle behind the controlled
agents, and also in the same lane or neighboring lane. We use a rule-based planner (Intelligent Driver
Model) [33] to generate replanned trajectories for the impacted agents. One possible improvement is
to identify the reactor&influencer relationship between the controlled agents and all vehicles in the
scenarios as in [30].

4 Experiments

Our system provides several baselines for the smart agent policy implementation, including (1) Rule-
based methods are most widely used in previous simulators [9, 18], since they are highly interpretable
and easily perform reasonable behaviors. However, rule-based agents require heavy manual tuning to
exhibit human-like behaviors, thus not automatic enough like the data-driven approach. (2) Imitation
learning agents, we indicate them as BC (behavior cloning) and IL, the difference is whether we apply
closed-loop training on the policy network [31] (3) hierarchical policy, we measured the MixSim [32]
(Hierarchical IL) whose low-level policy is imitation learning agents.

4.1 Datasets

We train and evaluate our multi-agent simulator using the Waymo datasets [11] have over 100,000
scenarios. Each scenario lasts 20 seconds and is captured at a frequency of 10 Hz. This extensive
dataset was curated by seeking out noteworthy interactions among vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists
across six different cities within the United States. We use 8000 scenarios as the validation set.
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Prediction Accuracy Diversity Common Sense Metrics Distribution JSD
minADE↓ minFDE↓ steer↑ collision rate↓ off road↓ traffic light violation↓ Speed↓ Acceleration↓

Log Replay - - 3.07 0.0 0.0 0.0 - -
Rule-based - - 2.13 7.7 0.0 0.0 0.17 0.2

BC - - 1.22 13.6 9.4 14.9 0.15 0.18
IL[4] - - 0.87 11.3 9.2 14.5 0.13 0.17

TrafficSim[31] 1.86 2.98 0.93 10.3 8.1 9.2 0.11 0.10
Hierarchical IL[32] 1.41 2.72 1.59 4.2 2.0 3.4 0.10 0.13

Our work 1.33 2.65 1.84 3.7 1.1 0.0 0.09 0.13
Table 1: The comparison on prediction accuracy, diversity, scene plausibility, and motion plausibility between our work
and previous works, evaluated on Waymo Open Dataset.

BPTT aux
loss perturb. reg. minADE↓

(20)
success↑

rate
M0 2.62 0.72
M1 ✓ 3.58 0.94
M2 ✓ 3.23 0.77
M3 ✓ 3.36 0.91
M4 ✓ 2.33 0.74

Table 2: The comparison of different training techniques on diversity and closed-loop performance,
evaluated on Waymo Open Dataset. M0 uses none of those training techniques.

4.2 Metrics

Prediction Accuracy: The minADE metric calculates the Euclidean distance between the predicted
trajectory and the ground truth trajectory across all time steps [31]. For probabilistic models, we
sample K trajectories and select the trajectory with the minimum ADE. A lower minADE indicates a
more accurate prediction. minFDE focuses solely on the error at the final time step.

Diversity: We notice that previous works usually generate mediocre lane-following behaviors, to
encourage diverse driving behaviors including lane-changing, U-turn, and nudging, we calculate the
difference of heading angle in each timestep as steer metric in Table 1.

Scene Plausibility: We also compute some common sense metrics such as collision rate, off-road
rate, traffic light violation. To compute the motion plausibility, we compute the Distribution JSD
(Jensen-Shannon Divergence), based on the distribution histogram of agents’ speed and acceleration.
Those metrics can measure the plausibility of our generated scenario in various aspects.

4.3 Analysis & Visualization

Table 1 presents our results on the Waymo Datasets [11]. Our approach surpasses all baselines in
almost every metric (except diversity term compared with Rule-based agents), demonstrating its
capability to produce realistic scenarios. We note that our approach has substantial advantages over
hierachical-IL, which proves the effectiveness of training low-level policies using reinforcement
learning.

We also visualize the generated scenario in Figure 3, which depicts three scenarios spanning 8
seconds. We only re-simulate the green vehicle and the blue vehicle uses log-replay trajectories. The
first scenario features controlled agents navigating an intersection, with options to turn either left or
right. The second scenario presents an agent entering traffic from a driveway and safely interacting
with other vehicles. The third scenario involves a multi-lane setting where agents are trained to
change lanes as needed. From the figure, we can see that our framework is able to learn social
interactions, follow traffic rules, and avoid collisions. We also draw the velocity and acceleration of
each controlled agent with regard to time, which is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: We unroll our learned policy based on the history (1 second for Waymo Datasets) of existing
scenarios. The green vehicles indicate the controlled agents, blue vehicles indicate other agents
controlled by the log replay. We visualize the scenario in the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th seconds, including
an intersection scenario, yield negotiation scenario, and a multilane lane-changing scenario.

Figure 4: The velocity and acceleration profile of controlled agents in our simulated scenario (the
3-rd scenario in Figure 3). Our framework is able to provide plausible motion and driving intention.

4.4 Ablation Study

For better closed-loop performance, previous work proposes some training techniques such as closed-
loop training that unrolls the predicted trajectory autoregressively (decodes trajectories one step at a
time and feeds the generated waypoints as the input of the next step inference) for a few timesteps
and computes the loss through time [31, 28]. Such techniques mitigate the error accumulation in
closed-loop rollouts, at the expense of longer training time.

To understand those design choices and their implication on sampling behavior quality and closed-loop
performance, we study closed-loop training (BPTT) [28, 31], trajectory perturbation (perturb.) [3],
auxiliary loss (aux loss) [28, 31], and also our proposed regularization term (reg.) in Section 3.4.
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We compare the performance with/without those design choices, using CVAE baselines. Our
evaluation uses a manually-curated set of 50 diverse scenarios, featuring maneuvers like U-turns, lane
changes, nudging, and cutting-in. We measure the minADE by sampling 20 trajectories, highlighting
our model’s behavioral diversity (We opt for 20 samples because these behaviors are less likely to be
sampled due to their low probability). Additionally, we run each policy for 10 seconds in a closed-
loop setting and calculate the success rate, considering a rollout successful if it avoids collisions
and curb-hitting. The results are presented in Table 2. We observe that while prior work’s design
choices improve closed-loop performance, they compromise the learning of less frequent behaviors.
In contrast, our approach maintains behavioral diversity by delegating closed-loop performance to
the low-level policy.

4.5 Application

We also use our framework to build a behavioral simulator that integrates OpenAI gym [6] and train
ego vehicle policy with those learning-based agents. Trained in such environments, the agent can
learn good social interaction with other agents. The video is shown in this link.

5 Conclusion

In summary, this paper presents a novel hierarchical architecture for simulating realistic urban-
driving scenarios. By separating high-level intentions from low-level maneuvers, our approach
addresses the limitations of existing simulators and data-driven methods. Utilizing reinforcement
learning, we enhance the diversity and realism of agent behaviors, particularly in safety-critical
situations. Our work not only improves the fidelity of virtual training environments but also serves as
a complementary tool for high-fidelity perception simulators, thereby advancing the state-of-the-art
in autonomous driving simulation.
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